Suggested Reading List
For each Path to College event, the Tennessee Higher Education Commission has curated a list of
books that align with the event’s goals and bring college, career, and financial literacy concepts to
life for elementary shcool students. The books listed for College and Career Planning are focused
on showcasing a diverse spectrum of careers. The following listings are from Amazon.com.
Women in Science
By Rachel Ignotofsky
“A charmingly illustrated and educational book, New York Times
best seller Women in Science highlights the contributions of fifty
notable women to the fields of science, technology, engineering,
and mathematics (STEM) from the ancient to the modern world. This
fascinating collection also contains infographics about relevant topics
such as lab equipment, rates of women currently working in STEM
fields, and an illustrated scientific glossary. The trailblazing women
profiled include well-known figures like primatologist Jane Goodall, as
well as lesser-known pioneers such as Katherine Johnson, the AfricanAmerican physicist and mathematician who calculated the trajectory of
the 1969 Apollo 11 mission to the moon.”
When I Grow Up
By Al Yankovic
“It’s Show-and-Tell time in Mrs. Krupp’s class, and Billy just can’t wait
for his turn! Today the class is discussing what they want to be when
they grow up, and our exuberant eight-year-old hero is bursting to
tell everyone about his future career plans. In dazzling wordplay
and delicious rhymes, Billy regales his patient teacher and amazed
classmates with tales of the variety of careers he wants to pursue—each
more outlandish and wildly imaginative than the last!”
Clothesline Clues to Jobs People Do
By Kathryn Heling
“Who wears what to work? The clues in each lively verse can be spotted
hanging from the clotheslines. A mail carrier’s uniform, the artist’s
brushes, and the chef’s apron all hang from the clothesline. Then turn
the page to learn which professionals wear and use the special gear
in the jobs they do. Clever illustrations show the workers helping one
another, and in the end, everyone joins together for a celebration that
is out of this world. A perfect choice for reading aloud and encouraging
kids to join in the guessing and reveal.”

